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Even the best dock seals and shelters can’t always seal trailer tops completely. Ordinary head pads and head 
curtains have limitations that leave gaps in your environmental seal, allowing rain and contaminants to enter 
your facility and expensive energy to escape.

The RainGuard trailer top seal uses a weighted, cylindrical foam sealing member that provides 100 lbs. (45 kg) 
of constant pressure to maintain consistent contact with trailer as it bounces up and down during loading and 
unloading. This creates a dam to prevent water from reaching the dock and forms a barrier against light, dust, 
bugs, and wind.

Weight and gravity work together to create a tight, constant-contact 
seal across the full width of trailer tops.

RainGuard™ 
Weighted Trailer Top Seal

RainGuard is designed to work with virtually any existing dock seal or shelter.

Rite-Hite® RainGuard Header Seal.

Ordinary header seals can allow water 
into the dock area, especially with a 
declined drive approach.

Trailer tops are notoriously difficult to seal.Inadequate sealing can let wind, rain, 
dust, and bugs into your facility and allow 
expensive energy to escape.
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RainGuard™ Header Seal
Seals more trailers, more of the time.
 » Widest coverage range available, 15" (381 mm), to seal variety of trailer heights, typically 12'3" 

(3734 mm) to 13'6" (4115 mm). When space limitations or base unit size present challenges, 
RainGuard can often be configured to fit the situation. Contact your Rite-Hite Representative

 » Weighted, cylindrical sealing member provides consistent, uniform pressure across full width 
of trailer top

 » Gravity-based seal adjusts to any trailer height or position, ensuring a tight seal is maintained

 » Layered Neotec™ HMWPE impact plates can take thousands of trailer hits without damage

 » Pivoting canopy header prevents damage to header and seal if trailer comes in off-center and 
higher than expected

 » Simple design means easy installation and no maintenance

Compatible with most seals and shelters.
The RainGuard trailer top seal is designed to work with virtually any existing equipment. So you 
can quickly upgrade your dock. 

Automatic positioning.

The weighted RainGuard seal adjusts automatically to the proper height as the trailer backs in, 
creating a tight, consistent seal across the full width of the trailer top. Effectively seals short and 
tall trailers alike.

Guaranteed performance.
RainGuard is backed by a 36-month money-back satisfaction guarantee, ensuring your 
investment meets your performance expectations.

Layered Neotec HMWPE impact plates can take thousands of trailer hits without damage.

15" (381 mm) coverage range allows RainGuard to seal more trailers, more of the time.


